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Anatomically correct:Â An unsurpassed treatise of the human body Â We owe a great debt
toÂ Jean Baptiste Marc BourgeryÂ (1797â€“1849) for hisÂ Atlas of Anatomy, which was not only a
massive event in medical history, but also remains one of the mostÂ comprehensive and beautifully
illustrated anatomical treatises ever published.Bourgery began work on his magnificent atlas in 1830
in cooperation with illustratorÂ Nicolas Henri JacobÂ (1782â€“1871), a student of the French
painterÂ Jacques Louis David. The first volumes were published the following year, but completion
of the treatise required nearly two decades of dedication; Bourgery lived just long enough to finish
his labor of love, but the last of the treatiseâ€™s eight volumes was not published in its entirety until
five years after his death.The eight volumes of Bourgeryâ€™s treatise coverÂ descriptive anatomy,
surgical anatomy and techniquesÂ (exploring in detail nearly all the major operations that were
performed during the first half of the 19th century),Â general anatomy andÂ embryology,
andÂ microscopic anatomy. Jacobâ€™s spectacular hand-colored, life-size lithographs are
remarkable for their clarity, color, and aesthetic appeal, reflecting a combination ofÂ direct
laboratory observationÂ andÂ illustrative research. Unsurpassed to this day, the images offer
exceptional anatomical insight, not only for those in the medical field but also for artists, students,
and anyone interested in theÂ workings and wonder of the human body. Â About the
Series:Bibliotheca UniversalisÂ â€” Compact cultural companions celebrating the eclectic TASCHEN
universe at an unbeatable, democratic price!Since we started our work as cultural archaeologists in
1980, the name TASCHEN has become synonymous with accessible, open-minded
publishing.Â Bibliotheca UniversalisÂ brings together nearly 100 of our all-time favorite titles in a
neat new format so you can curate your own affordable library of art, anthropology, and
aphrodisia.Bookwormâ€™s delight â€” never bore, always excite! Â Text in English, French, and
German
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I bought this as a gift for my girlfriend in her 1st year of medical school. She LOVES it. While this is
not an academic reference book for a current student, she confirmed that the pictures are very
accurate and useful. The hand drawn pictures are gorgeous.Note: The book is roughly 8x6x2in. It
could be a good coffee table book, but may be on the small side.

Wow, this book is really beautiful. It is thick and solid and the pages are heavy and good quality.
And oh my, the pictures are AMAZING. I purchased the Atlas of Human Anatomy and Surgery for
my ER nurse husband as a birthday present and we can't stop looking at it. The information is so
interesting, the diagrams are so precise and colorful; it's really surprising it isn't far more
expensive.If you have a friend in the medical field I think this is a great gift option.

I wanted a book that was artistically pleasing to the eye and accurate enough for reference. This
book is both. I am glad I purchased it.

yes , is wonderful book, very reach!!!!! im very satisfact, thanks

Very very cool gift item for the thinkers in your life

Nice illustrations but very small book
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